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Conductivity and flexibility enhancement of aerosol-jet-printed sensors using a silver nanoparticle ink with carbon nanotubes

Efforts to miniaturize and customize electronic devices have attracted considerable amounts of attention in many industrial fields. Recently, due to its innovative printing technology with the capability of printing fine features onto non-planar substrates without masks, aerosol jet printing (AJP) is emerging as a promising printed-electronics technology capable of meeting the requirements of various advanced electronic applications. In this research, a novel manufacturing process based on AJP is proposed in order to fabricate highly flexible and conductive customized temperature sensors. To improve the flexibility and conductivity of the printed tracks, a silver nanoparticle/carbon nanotubes composite ink is developed. Customized temperature sensors are then designed and fabricated based on the optimized process parameters of AJP. It was found that the CNTs served as bridges to connect silver nanoparticles and defects, which could be expected to reduce the contact resistivity and enhance the flexibility of the printed sensor.
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1. Introduction

As noncontact ink writing technologies have demonstrated remarkable progress in the fine-line patterning and multilayering of microelectronics, they have been extensively adopted to fabricate various electronic devices and sensors, including transistors for driving functionalized circuits [1,2], solar cells for energy harvesting [3,4], and resistive sensors [5,6]. Aerosol jet printing (AJP) technology has been developed for producing customized and conformal microelectronic components on various flexible substrates [7,8]. As the AJP technology can be used without masks to print fine features (below 10 μm) onto non-planar substrates, it is promising in that it can meet the requirements of a range of advanced electronic applications [9,10]. Accordingly, AJP technology has been adopted as a potential solution for the miniaturization and customization of electronic devices.

Despite the fact that AJP technology is capable of the direct writing of customized and conformal microelectronic components on various flexible substrates, the performance of the fabricated electronic components is still associated with several drawbacks. Compared to the electrical resistivity of bulk metal materials, the printed nanoparticle ink shows relatively high electrical resistivity, approximately two to ten times greater than those of the bulk metal materials [11]. The high resistivity of printed metallic nanoparticles patterns is due to the defects and gaps in the printed tracks, e.g., different coefficients of thermal expansion between the printed patterns and substrates, and the low electrical contacts are formed between the particles. These problems undermine the conductivity of the printed electronics. On the other hand, as the AJP technology is based on the accumulation of nanoparticles, the granular boundaries and defects in the structure will affect the flexibility of the printed tracks [12], ultimately reducing the electrical performance of the fabricated electronic components dramatically.

To ensure good electrical conductivity of metallic printed structures, a variety of metallic-nanoparticle based colloids have been used as inks. Highly conductive metals with stable oxidation states, such as silver (Ag) and gold (Au), are best for utilization in conductive inks. Currently, Ag is the most widely used material in printed electronics (i.e., flexible sensors) [13], however, due to their intrinsic rigidity, brittle failures occur because of the highly concentrated stress areas [14,15]. Consequently, the mechanical...
flexibility and electrical performance of printed Ag flexible sensors require improvements. To address these problems, a more advanced AJP material needs to be developed by using metal composites reinforced with carbon nanomaterials. In particular, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have inherent advantages including high current-carrying capability, thermal conductivity, chemical stability, and mechanical strength, which are considered to have great potential to improve the flexibility and conductivity of the printed tracks [4, 16-19]. Herein, in order to further enhance the conductivity and flexibility, CNTs added to the Ag ink to prepare Ag/CNTs composites for the fabrication of customized temperature sensors by the AJP process.

2. Experimental

In this study, an Optomec® AJ200 aerosol jet printer with an ultrasonic atomizer was used to produce printed samples. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the AJP process consists of three main stages [20]. Initially, the functional ink maintained at 25°C is atomized into an aerosol stream by an ultrasonic atomizer. Then, a carrier gas stream will entrain the ink aerosol to the print head. After further enwrapped and accelerated by a sheath gas flow, the focused ink aerosol would impact the moving platform (4 mm below), and a single line is printed onto the substrate. In the present research, an Ag nanoparticle ink diluted 2:2:1 by volume with de-ionized water and CNTs was used in the experiments. To assess the printed line quality, edge roughness and line overspray are evaluated. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the mean line is the reference line used to calculate the edge roughness, defined as

\[ \bar{w} = \frac{1}{L} \int_0^L w(x) \, dx \]  

(1)

where \( w(x) \) is the line width at the \( x \)th column of the discretized line edges and \( L \) is the length of the printed line. Additionally, the mean edge roughness is defined as

\[ R_m = \frac{1}{2L} \int_0^L \left( \delta_{\text{upper}}^2 (x) + \delta_{\text{lower}}^2 (x) \right) \, dx \]  

(2)

where \( \delta_{\text{upper}} \) and \( \delta_{\text{lower}} \) are the deviation between the mean line edge and the corresponding actual edge, respectively. Based on the determined mean lines, the line overspray \( O_{sp} \) is defined to evaluate the mean distance between the overspray spots and the upper- and lower-line edges.

\[ O_{sp} = \frac{\int_0^L \left( \theta_{\text{upper}} (x) + \theta_{\text{lower}} (x) \right) \, dx}{2L} \]  

(3)

Here, \( \theta_{\text{upper}} \) and \( \theta_{\text{lower}} \) are the distance between the overspray spots and the corresponding actual line edge, respectively.

The printed line features are influenced by a number of different factors, including the viscosity of the ink, the substrate properties, and the print head configuration. However, as the sheath gas flow rate (SHGFR) and carrier gas flow rate (CGFR) are the key adjustable parameters during the printing process [21,22], they are investigated as the main input parameters of AJP in the optimization process. To explore the design space systematically and identify the optimal process parameters for AJP, Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) is adopted for the initial experimental design in this study [23]. As described in Fig. 1(c), eleven representative experimental points are generated by LHS in a 2D design space; the optimized ranges of SHGFR and CGFR are set to [50,65] sccm and [35,50] sccm, respectively. The sheath gas flow rate and carrier gas flow rate are quoted in standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm).

3. Results and discussion

To identify the optimal process parameters, the printed line quality was evaluated in the design space. First, a single line (5 mm long) with Ag/CNTs was printed onto a polyimide substrate. In this case, the printing speed, the current of the ultrasonic atomizer, and the nozzle tip diameter were fixed at 1 mm/s, 0.4 mA, and 150 μm, respectively. Fig. 2 illustrates examples of printed line morphologies from different process parameters. The samples of the printed lines from run 3 and run 10 show high roughness and overspray particles, which will significantly reduce the performance of printed electron components. In contrast, the samples of run 5 and run 6 demonstrate a continuous printed line with low roughness and overspray particles, indicating that appropriate process parameters (SHGFR and CGFR) played an important role in the printed line quality [24].

Fig. 1. (a) Working principle of the aerosol jet printing using an ultrasonic atomizer, (b) schematic of the analysis of the printed line quality, (c) selected process parameters in the design space.
comparison of the experimental results demonstrates that run 6 can print better line samples than the other representative design points. Therefore, in this research, the sample of run 6 (Sheath gas flow rate: 57.3 sccm, Carrier gas flow rate: 42.9 sccm) provided the optimal process parameters in the design space for the fabrication of a temperature sensor.

Based on the above results, the process parameters used for the sample of run 6 were selected to fabricate the customized temperature sensor using AJP technology. Initially, the temperature sensor was designed based on AutoCAD (Autodesk) software (Fig. 3(a)). Then, the sensor was printed onto the substrate. After which, the deposited temperature sensors were post-processed (i.e., sintered) in an oven at 200°C to enhance the electrical conductivity further, as depicted in Fig. 3(b). For comparison, pure Ag ink was also prepared to produce identical temperature sensors under optimal processing conditions from a previous study [25].

Fig. 3(c) and (d) show the morphologies of the lines printed with pure Ag ink and with the Ag/CNTs after sintering, respectively. The sizes of the Ag nano-particles in Fig. 3(c) were in the approximately range of 20-40 nm, and many defects and granular boundaries can be found on the surface of the printed lines. Due to the defects and boundaries of the printed pure Ag line, the sintered Ag particles would separate into discontinuous blocks, which will reduce the continuity and increase the interfacial resistance of the printed line dramatically. In contrast, as presented in Fig. 3(d), CNTs can be found in the printed line based on the proposed mixture design. As CNTs bundles serve as bridges to connect the defects and granular boundaries in the printed line, new and shortened paths are created, through which electrons can pass, thus enhancing the conductivity of the printed lines. Moreover, as the CNT bridges can connect the granular boundaries between the blocks, the flexibility can be improved compared to the lines printed without CNTs.

In order to investigate the mechanical flexibility of the printed sensors, a bending test was conducted; the temperature sensors printed with pure Ag and Ag/CNTs were subjected to repeated 3000-5000 bending cycles at bending radii (r) of 5 (1.02% strain) and the resistance variations were calculated. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the bending test results of line samples printed with the Ag/CNTs ink under the optimized working parameters. The CNTs can serve as bridges to connect the defects/granular boundaries in the printed Ag tracks after sintering, which will enhance the conductivity of the printed electronics [26]. Furthermore, the connections between the CNTs and Ag nanoparticles resulted in a rapid electron flow channel by lowering the Schottky barrier at the interface between the CNTs and the metal atoms [27,28]. Therefore, compared to the bending test results of the
pure Ag nanoparticle lines (Fig. 4(b)), the resistance variation under repeated bending tests demonstrated the superior stability and mechanical flexibility of the CnTs mixtures.

After the fabrication process, the temperature sensors that were produced using the Ag/CnTs ink and pure Ag nanoparticle ink were both calibrated in the temperature measurement range from 25°C to 100°C. As depicted in Fig. 4(c), the resistance of the printed Ag/CnTs temperature sensor increases in a reasonably linear manner with the temperature. Instead, due to the greater fluctuation, the resistance of the temperature sensor printed with pure Ag demonstrates a weak linear relationship with the temperature changes (Fig. 4(d)). In addition to the excellent linearity, the printed Ag/CnTs temperature sensor reveals higher temperature sensitivity than the pure Ag temperature sensor, which guarantees the accuracy of temperature measurement. This phenomenon, a favorable increase in electrical conductivity, could be ascribed to the enhancement of effective electron transport due to CnTs as reinforcement materials in the matrix [29,30].

4. Conclusions

In an effort to improve the flexibility of the printed tracks, an Ag/CnTs nanocomposite ink is developed in this study. Furthermore, customized temperature sensors are designed and fabricated based on the optimized process parameters of the aJP technology. The flexibility and electrical performance of the printed temperature sensors using Ag/CnTs nanocomposite ink demonstrate good sensitivity in extended measurements. This can mainly be attributed to the addition of CnTs, which served as conductive filler and reinforcement in the Ag/CnTs mixture. Consequently, the novel Ag/CnTs nanocomposite ink can potentially be used in high-performance electronic devices such as flexible electronics created by the aJP process.
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